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SUMMARY
An important issue raised in peer-to-peer (P2P) applications is how to accurately and efﬁciently retrieve
a set of K best matching data objects from different sources while minimizing the number of objects that
have to be accessed. The proposed solution is to organize peers by a semantic link network representing
the semantic relationships between peers’ data schemas. Queries are only routed to semantically relevant
peers. A pruning-based local top-K ranking approach is proposed to reduce the transmitted data by pruning
tuples that cannot produce the desired join results with a rank value at least equal to the lowest rank value
generated. Experiments evaluate its performance in terms of the number of transmitted tuples and the miss
rate. Comparison with the traditional threshold algorithm for centralized systems and other top-K ranking
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of peer to peer (P2P) systems, peer data management systems (PDMSs)
have become a promising area [1–3]. A PDMS consists of many autonomous, dynamic and
heterogeneous nodes that can exchange data and services in a decentralized and distributed manner.
Each site has equal functionality and is both a client and a server. Usually, a P2P system locally controls
data and has local knowledge of available data and schemas.
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PDMSs can be classiﬁed as unstructured or structured according to the topology of the underlying
P2P networks. Unstructured PDMSs use peer clustering and peer indexing approaches rather than
ﬂooding or random selection for query routing. Structured PDMSs use a distributed hash table (DHT)
for query routing, which can ﬁnd information within a bounded number of hops in large-scale P2P
networks but it does not support complex queries.
PDMSs provide a scalable basis for building Semantic Web applications. However, existing
P2P systems do not have the data management capabilities that are typically found in relational
databases [4–7]. An important issue is how to efﬁciently return the top-K results rather than all the
satisfactory answers from multiple data sources with the minimum transmission cost. Usually K is
quite small compared to the total number of satisfactory answers.
Example 1. Figure 1 is an example of a top-K join query, where data from the ISI Web of Knowledge
(ISI) and the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) are located at different peers. A query to retrieve the
top 100 most frequently cited papers published by the journals with the highest impact factors can be
represented as:
SELECT Title, Author, Journal, Times Cited, Impact Factor
FROM ISI, JCR
WHERE ISI. Journal = JCR. Journal
ORDER BY f (TimesCited, ImpactFactor)
STOP AFTER 100
The ORDER BY statement invokes a monotonic increasing rank function which takes attributes
TimesCited and ImpactFactor as parameters to calculate the weighted rank value of paper citation and
journal impact factor. The STOP AFTER clause asks for 100 ordered join results.
To answer this query, a straightforward way is to join all of the data in ISI with the data in JCR,
and then to select the 100 highest ranking papers. However, this approach needs a large bandwidth to
make all of the joins. To reduce the amount of data actually involved in the join operation, in this paper
we propose a semantic-link-based approach to answer top-K join queries in P2P networks. Pruning is
used to remove irrelevant tuples before join matching.

2. RELATED WORK
The idea of top-K queries was introduced early by Fagin [8]. Assume that each object in a database
has m attributes, and that for each attribute there is a sorted list of objects. A top-K query returns
the objects with the top-K highest overall grade, a combination of the attribute grades by using a
monotonic aggregation function. To improve the Fagin algorithm (FA), the threshold algorithm (TA)
was proposed independently by at least three groups, including Nepal and Ramakrishna [9], Güntzer
et al. [10], and Fagin et al. [11]. Fagin et al. compared the three algorithms in these three papers, and
proved that the FA algorithm in [11] is optimal over the algorithms that do not make wild guesses,
which perform random access on objects that have not been previously visited by sorted access. Fagin
et al. [12] deﬁned various distance measures between top-K lists, proposed the equivalence class of
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. An example of a top-K join query in P2P networks.

distance measures, and used the distance measures to compare the top-K outputs of several popular
search engines.
Marian et al. [13] studied the processing of top-K queries over autonomous Web-accessible sources.
Building on sequential top-K query processing techniques, parallel algorithms satisfying source access
constraints were introduced to lower the query response time by increasing source access parallelism.
Experiments show that parallel algorithms are signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient than sequential algorithms.
Mamoulis et al. [14] proposed a solution to answering top-K online analytical processing (OLAP)
queries by making use of the aggregate R-tree. A branch-and-bound technique is used to compute the
query result by following the entries with the highest probability of contributing to large aggregate
results.
Traditional ofﬂine join algorithms are designed to lessen the time to complete a query. However,
ripple join is a new family of algorithms designed to reduce the time before an acceptably precise
estimate of the query result is available [15]. Using the basic idea of the ripple join, a rank-join
algorithm has been proposed to support top-K join queries in relational databases [16]. The top-K
query is optimized by determining the best sequence to perform join operations. Experimental
evaluation compares the performance of the proposed approach with that of the J ∗ algorithm, the
ﬁrst efﬁcient algorithm that can support ordered joins based on user-deﬁned join predicates and handle
multiple levels of such joins [17].
A new pipelined query operator NRA-RJ is introduced in [18] to support a nested join hierarchy.
The performance study shows that for joining multiple rankings of the same set of objects, NRA-RJ
outperforms other pipelined rank join operators, while in the case of an arbitrary join condition, the
J ∗ operator is the best feasible choice. An early hash join algorithm was proposed in [19], which
can be dynamically conﬁgured by the optimizer with both a rapid response time and a fast overall
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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execution time. Experiments show that the algorithm proposed in [19] outperforms other early hashjoin algorithms in overall execution time.
Donjerkovic and Ramakrishnan [20] proposed a probabilistic optimization framework for
minimizing the overall cost of top-K queries by considering the optimizer’s imprecise knowledge
of data distribution and selectivity estimates. Bruno et al. [21] used the database histograms to map a
multi-attribute top-K selection query to a traditional range selection query that can be optimized and
executed by relational database management systems (RDBMSs). The goal is to obtain the Ktuples
that are the best from relation R for a query q according to a predeﬁned distance function Dist.
Ilyas and Aref [22] proposed a rank-aware query optimization framework using a probabilistic model
for estimating the minimum input size of rank-join operators. The cost of a rank-join operator is
determined by (1) the number of required results K and how K is propagated in the pipeline, (2) the
number of tuples from inputs containing enough information to produce the top-K answers, and (3) the
join selectivity.
PREFER is a prototype for efﬁciently producing the top-K results of preference queries by using
materialized views [23]. The key idea is to ﬁnd a materialized view whose weight function is similar to
the weight function of the query. Angiulli and Pizzuti [24] proposed a novel approximate algorithm to
calculate the join query of the top-K closest pairs of two large and high-dimensional data sets according
to one of the Minkowski metrics. During a scan, each point from one data set is compared with its
closest points in the other data set according to the space ﬁlling curve order. RankSQL is a system for
supporting efﬁcient evaluations of top-K queries in relational databases [25]. As an extension to the
relational algebra, a rank-relational model is proposed to capture the ranking property.
Cao and Wang [26] introduced a three-phase uniform threshold algorithm (TPUT) for answering
top-K queries in large-scale networks. The algorithm has three main steps: (1) determine a lower-bound
estimate for the Kth value; (2) use the estimate to prune away as many ineligible objects as possible;
and (3) inspect the resulting set of objects in all nodes to identify the top-K objects. The performance
is improved by the low latency and the low bandwidth consumption.
In the area of P2P networks, Aberer and Wu [27] proposed a ranking algebra as a formal framework
for rank computation, which is the ﬁrst step towards a completely decentralized P2P search engine
offering meaningful and efﬁcient rankings. The P2P ranked selection algorithm PSel was proposed
by Zhao et al. [28] for answering top-K join queries by multicasting the original query together with
a lower bound of the rank value. Other P2P top-K ranking approaches include a super-peer-based
retrieval algorithm for processing top-K queries [29] and an approximate top-K algorithm KLEE for
distributed query processing [30].
This paper extends our previous work [31] by establishing semantic links to represent the semantic
relationships between peers’ data schemas. A pruning-based approach is proposed for efﬁciently
supporting top-K join queries in P2P networks.

3. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
Let R and S be two relations scattered through P2P networks, assuming that tuples are distinct and in
descending order. A top-K join query can be denoted as Top-K (R r(a)θs(b) S), where r(a) and s(b)
are the join attributes satisfying a join condition r(a)θ s(b). Let f (r(p), s(q)) ∈ [0, 1] be a predeﬁned
monotonic increasing rank function, where r(p) and s(q) are the rank attributes of R and S. The top-K
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. General architecture of semantic-link-based top-K join queries in P2P networks.

join query returns the ﬁrst K answers ordered by the rank value calculated by the monotonic rank
function f .
The general architecture of semantic-link-based top-K join queries is shown in Figure 2.
Upon receiving a Top-K (R r(a)θs(b) S) query, peer Pi performs the following steps to obtain the
answers.
(1) Query processing. Pi will ﬁrst parse the query and obtain the rank function, the parameters of
the Select-List, the join condition r(a)θ s(b) and the number of ordered results K.
(2) Select peers storing relation R. Pi will send a SOAP message Top-K(Select-List, r(a)θ s(b),
f (r(p), s(q)), T , K) to its neighbors Pj (j = 1 . . . m). If r(p) ∈ Schema (Pj ), r(a) ∈
Schema(Pj ), and Schema(Pj ) ∩ Select-List = NULL, then Pj is selected as one of the join
candidates for relation R.
(3) Select peers storing relation S. Pi will send a SOAP message Top-K (Select-List, r(a)θ s(b),
f (r(p), s(q)), T , K) to its neighbors Pk (k = 1 . . . n). If s(q) ∈ Schema(Pk ), s(b) ∈
Schema(Pk ), and Schema(Pk ) ∩ Select-List = NULL, then Pk is selected as one of the join
candidates for relation S.
(4) Pruning-based local top-K ranking. Peer Pj storing relation R will perform the join operation
with peer Pk storing relation S to select the local top-K results by using the pruning-based
approach described in Section 5.
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(5) Global top-K ranking. After a predeﬁned time-to-live (TTL), Pj (j = 1 . . . m) will send the
local top-K rank value to Pi , which will then sort all of the returned rank values and send the
ﬁnal lower bound Tﬁnal to Pj (j = 1 . . . m). Finally, the join results in Pj (j = 1 . . . m) with a
rank value greater than Tﬁnal will be sent to Pi to produce the global top-K answers.

4. SEMANTIC LINK MODEL
Let Schema (Pi ) and Schema (Pj ) be the data schemas of peer Pi and peer Pj . A semantic link between
Pi and Pj is a pointer with the type α directed from the predecessor Pi to its successor Pj , and α can
be one of the following.
(1) Union link, Pi —Union → Pj , indicates Schema(Pi ) = Schema(Pj ), i.e. data in Pi and Pj
satisfy a union condition in relational model.
(2) Inclusion link, Pi —Inclusion → Pj , indicates Schema(Pi ) ⊃ Schema(Pj ), i.e. the attribute set
of Pi includes Pj ’s attribute set.
(3) Extension link, Pi —Extension → Pj , indicates Schema(Pi ) ⊂ Schema(Pj ), i.e. the attribute set
of Pi is included in Pj ’s attribute set.
(4) Overlap link, Pi —Overlap → Pj , indicates Schema(Pi ) ∩ Schema(Pj ) = NULL, and
Schema(Pi ) ⊂ Schema(Pj ) and Schema(Pj ) ⊂ Schema(Pi ).
(5) Join link, Pi —Join(δ) → Pj , indicates that Schema(Pi ) and Schema(Pj ) satisfy a join condition
in relational model, and δ is the join selectivity factor [32].
(6) Empty link, Pi —∅ → Pj , indicates that there is no semantic relationship between Schema(Pi )
and Schema(Pj ).
When a peer Pi joins a P2P network, it will randomly take a peer Pj as one of its neighbors and then
send a SOAP message to Pj to obtain Schema(Pj ). By identifying the semantic relationships between
Schema(Pi ) and Schema(Pj ), the semantic links between Pi and Pj can be established. Semantic
links between Pi and other peers can be derived according to the heuristic reasoning rules as proposed
in [31]. Before a peer leaves a P2P network, it will ask its predecessors and successors to delete the
semantic links between them. To bring the semantics links up to date, each peer issues a ‘Stabilization’
call periodically in the background to have the semantic link types and predecessor and successor
pointers updated. Peers will autonomously inform their predecessors and successors of the new data
schemas through messages.

5. PRUNING-BASED LOCAL TOP-K RANKING
5.1. Basic idea
The pruning-based top-K ranking approach takes the following parameters as input: relation R, relation
S, the join condition r(a)θ s(b), the monotonic increasing rank function f (r(p), s(q)), and the number
of desired answers K, where r(a) and s(b) are the join attributes, and r(p) and s(q) are the rank
attributes of R and S.
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Pruning-based top-K ranking.

Assuming that relation R and relation S are sorted on their rank attributes in descending order, the
basic idea of the pruning-based approach is to produce the top-K ranked results by iteratively pruning
irrelevant tuples that cannot produce any join results with a rank value greater than or equal to the
rank value generated so far. To illustrate the proposed approach, the following items are depicted in
Figure 3.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

T : the lower bound of the rank function f .
α: the row number of the current tuple in R.
β: the row number of the current tuple in S.
Top-K join tuples in R: the top-K tuples in R that can be joined with the ﬁrst tuple in S. If the
number of tuples in R that can be joined is less than K, then repeat the join process with the next
tuple inS until the K join tuples are generated or the end of S is reached.
Top-K join tuples in S: the top-K tuples in S that can be joined with the ﬁrst tuple in R. If the
number of join tuples is less than K, then repeat the join process with the next tuple in R until
the K join tuples are generated or the end of R is reached.
R-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ): the queue holding the row number of top-K join tuples in R, the
corresponding row number of joined tuples in S, and the rank value of the join results.
S-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ): the queue holding the corresponding row number of joined tuples in
R, the row number of top-K join tuples in S, and the rank value of the join results.
Priority-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ): the priority queue holding the union of R-Rank-Queue and
S-Rank-Queue.

c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. General architecture of the pruning-based local top-K ranking.

5.2. Local top-K ranking approach
The general architecture of the local top-K ranking approach is shown in Figure 4, which includes the
following steps to select top-K join results from relation R and relation S.
Step 1. (1) Initialize the lower bound of the rank function as T = 0.
(2) Empty R-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ), S-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ), and Priority-Rank-Queue
(α, β, f ).
Step 2. Sort R and S on their rank attributes in descending order.
Step 3. Select top-K join tuples from R and S, respectively, by invoking algorithm Top-K-Join-Tuple
(R, S, f, K, T ) and Top-K-Join-Tuple (S, R, f, K, T ) in Figure 5.
Step 4. (1) Put the row number of the top-K join tuples from R, the row number of the joined tuples
from S, and the rank value of the join results into R-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ).
(2) Put the row number of the joined tuples from R, the top-K join tuples from S, and the
rank value of the join results into S-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ).
Step 5. Put R-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ) and S-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ) into Priority-Rank-Queue
(α, β, f ).
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Algorithm Top-K-Join-Tuple (R, S, f , K, T)
Input: the relation R, the relation S, the rank function f , the number of join tuples K, and the
lower bound T of the rank function.
Output: top-K tuples from R that can be joined with tuples from S.
Begin
k := 0; //Number of tuples in R that have a join candidate in S
u := 0; //Row number of the current tuple in S
While k < K and u < S.Length
u := u + 1;
v := 0; // Row number of the current tuple in R
While k < K and v < R.Length
v := v + 1;
If tuple S (u) and tuple R (v) satisfy the join condition and f (R(v).r(p), S(u).s(q)) is
greater than T
Then
Output (v, u, f ) to the rank queue of R;
k := k + 1;
End If
End While
End While
End
Figure 5. Algorithm for selecting top-K join tuples.

Step 6. Sort Priority-Rank-Queue on the rank value in descending order.
Step 7. If the length of R-Rank-Queue or of S-Rank-Queue is not equal to K, which implies that no
further join results with greater rank value will be produced, then the top-K ordered tuples
in Priority-Rank-Queue are the top-K rank values for R  S, and the top-K ranking answers
will be successfully returned.
Step 8. Set the new lower bound T with the rank value of the Kth tuple in Priority-Rank-Queue.
Step 9. (1) Prune the ﬁrst tuple in R and S, respectively.
(2) Prune the tuples inR below the top-K join tuples because the rank value produced by these
tuples joined with tuples in S cannot be greater than or equal to the minimum rank value in
R-Rank-Queue.
(3) Prune the tuples in S below the top-K join tuples in the same way.
Step 10. Return to Step 3.
The algorithm for selecting top-K join tuples from one relation R that can be joined with tuples
from relation S is shown in Figure 5.
Theorem 1. Using a monotonic combining function, the pruning-based local top-K ranking algorithm
correctly returns the top-K join results ordered on the rank function.
Proof. It can be proved by contradiction. Let R-Rank-Queue (α, β, f ) be the queue of the top-K join
tuples in R, αmin , βmin , and f (αmin , βmin ) be the row number of tuples in R and S with the minimum
rank value in the top-K join results. Assume that there exists a join combination of the ith tuple in R
and the j th tuple in S satisfying αmin < i, βmin < j , and f (αmin , βmin ) < f (i, j ). Because each relation
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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R and S is ranked in descending order, αmin < i, and the rank function is monotonic increasing, then
f (i, βmin ) < f (αmin , βmin ) < f (i, j ), we have j < βmin , which contradicts the original assumption
βmin < j . So, the join combination (i, j ) does not exists, and tuples below αmin in R can be pruned.
In the same way, we conclude that the S-Rank-Queue holds the top-K join tuples in S, and tuples
pruned in R and S cannot produce a join matching with a rank value greater than the rank value
generated, so the top-K join results are among the remaining tuples.
2
Theorem 2. The pruning-based local top-K ranking algorithm requires only bounded buffers, whose
size is independent of the data stored at each peer.
Proof. All that the pruning-based local top-K ranking algorithm must keep in a buffer is the current
top-K join tuples, their grades, and the priority queue. Other than the space required to perform the
join operation, the required space is independent of the size of the input at each peer.
2

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To illustrate and evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we have simulated an unstructured
P2P semantic link network, which consists of 100 peers. Two synthetic data sets R (RID, FID, K1)
and S (SID, K2) are distributed uniformly over each peer. Each relation includes 10 000 tuples, where
RID and SID are the key, FID is the foreign key in relation R corresponding to SID in relation S, and
K1, K2 ∈ [0, 1] are the rank values of some rank attributes in relations R and S. The rank function is
f = α × K1 + β × K2. Herein, we assume that K1 and K2 play the same role in the rank function
and take the weights α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 in the simulation. The evaluation metrics are (1) the number
of transmitted tuples and (2) the miss rate for answering a top-K join query. To avoid network ﬂooding,
each peer selects a number of peers as its neighbors to forward a query. The neighbors with higher join
selectivity factor have priority to be selected as a join candidate.
The ﬁrst experiment measures the number of transmitted tuples. After receiving a top-K join query
request, peer Pi will perform the following steps to answer the query.
Step 1. Parse the query to obtain the parameters of the Select-List, the join condition r (a)θ s(b), the
rank function f and the number of ordered results K.
Step 2. Forward the top-K query request to the neighbors through a Join or Union semantic link.
Step 3. Join with its neighbors to produce local top-K join results by using the proposed pruningbased approach.
Step 4. Return the local top-K rank value to the query initiator.
Step 5. After a predeﬁned time, the query initiator will sort all of the rank values returned and set the
ﬁnal lower bound Tﬁnal .
Step 6. After receiving Tﬁnal , tuples in the join candidates with a rank value greater than Tﬁnal will be
returned to the query initiator as the global top-K join results.
Figure 6 compares the number of transmitted tuples produced by the proposed approach when
different neighbors are selected through Join semantic links. For each K, the number of transmitted
tuples is an average of ten rounds. As shown in Figure 6, when each peer selects ﬁve neighbors to
forward a top-K query, the average number of transmitted tuples is 39 967. When the total number of
neighbors varies from 10, 15, to 20, the average number of transmitted tuples is 81 352, 142 897, and
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Number of tuples transmitted for answering top-K join queries.

229 722, respectively. This experiment shows that the greater the number of neighbors selected, the
greater the number of tuples transmitted.
The second experiment counts the number of top-K join results not retrieved by the proposed
approach but which can be found by joining relation R and relation S globally. The top-K miss rate is
deﬁned as
number of top join results missed
K
where the number of top join results missed is the total number of top-K results that are not retrieved
by the proposed approach, and K is the required total number of join results with the highest rank
value. Figure 7 plots the miss rate for answering a top-K join query. For each K, the miss rate is an
average of 10 rounds. When the number of neighbors varies from 20, 15, 10, to 5, the average miss
rate varies from 28.4%, 26.2%, 23.2%, to 21.3%. This experiment shows that greater the number of
neighbors selected, the lower the top-K miss rate.
Figure 8 depicts the relationship between the number of transmitted tuples and the miss rate.
The x-axis is the average miss rate when the selected neighbors are 5, 10, 15, and 20, and the yaxis denotes the average number of transmitted tuples. This experiment shows that the miss rate
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Miss rate for answering top-K join queries.

monotonically decreases with the number of transmitted tuples. Asking for a lower miss rate will
result in heavy trafﬁc and high transmission cost in P2P networks.

7. DISCUSSION
In [22], two major criteria are proposed to classify the rank aggregation algorithms. The ﬁrst
classiﬁcation is based on how the ranked inputs are used, by sorted access or by random access.
Sorted access uses objects in the order of their scores. Random access probes or queries an input
to retrieve the score of a given object. The second classiﬁcation is based on whether all of the inputs
contain the same set of objects or not. The proposed semantic-link-based top-K join approach allows
both sorted access and random access, but the data objects being accessed vary in content at each peer.
As summarized in Table I, the differences between the proposed top-K join approach and the TA
proposed by Fagin et al. [11] are as follows.
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. The relationship between the number of transmitted tuples and the miss rate.

Table I. Comparison between the proposed approach and the TA.

Scenario
Query type
Number of sorted lists
Number of objects in each sorted list
Data objects
Query results

Semantic-link-based approach

TA

P2P networks
Top-K join
Unknown and relatively large
Unknown
Different on each peer
Approximate top-K

Centralized
Top-K
Known and relatively small
Known
Same set
Accurate top-K

(1) The proposed approach is a solution for answering top-K queries in distributed P2P networks,
while the TA is suitable for centralized systems.
(2) The proposed approach supports top-K join queries involving multiple data sources, while the
TA only supports top-K queries without any join operations.
(3) The number of sorted lists is unknown and relatively large in P2P networks, while it is known
and relatively small for the TA.
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(4) The number of objects in each sorted list is unknown in P2P networks, while it is known for the
TA.
(5) The data objects accessed by the proposed approach vary in content at each peer, while they are
the same for the TA.
(6) Because of the autonomous and dynamic characteristics of P2P networks and the requirement
of TTL, the query results returned by the proposed approach are approximate top-K results;
however, the top-K results returned by the TA are accurate.
In the following we compare the proposed semantic-link-based top-K join approach with other topK ranking approaches in P2P networks.
An algorithm PSel for answering ranked join queries in DHT-based P2P networks was proposed
in [28], with two main steps: (1) calculating a lower bound on the rank value using the sampling
method; (2) pruning irrelevant tuples with a rank value below the lower bound before join matching.
However, the performance of the PSel algorithm depends greatly on the lower bound set by the
sampling approach.
A distributed top-K retrieval algorithm for super-peer-based P2P networks was proposed in [29],
where super-peers are responsible for top-K query processing. However, the proposed approach was
based on the HyperCube topology, and it is a solution for top-K queries but not for top-K join queries.
Hose et al. proposed an efﬁcient approach for processing top-K queries on structured data in P2Pbased systems [33]. For answering a top-K query, the algorithm misses at most M data items of the
globally correct top-K results with a probabilistic guarantee. There are two limitations to this approach.
First, the authors assume that each participating peer has gathered global knowledge in the histogram
of the query attributes, which results in high maintenance costs in P2P networks. Secondly, only a
one-dimensional histogram is considered, and this is not suitable for answering top-K join queries on
multiple attributes.
Compared to previous work on top-K ranking approaches in P2P networks, the distinctive features
of the approach proposed here are as follows.
(1) Semantic links are used to denote the relationships between peers’ data schemas; this has a
relatively lower maintenance cost than the approaches indexing on peers’ data content. Moreover,
the semantic links between any two peers can be derived according to a set of reasoning rules if
there are some relationships between them.
(2) The proposed approach provides a good solution for answering top-K join queries in unstructured
P2P networks, which requires no global information and makes no assumption about the topology
of the underlying P2P networks.
(3) The number of transmitted tuples can be efﬁciently reduced by pruning irrelevant tuples before
join matching.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a semantic-link-based infrastructure for efﬁciently processing top-K
join queries in P2P networks. A pruning-based local top-K ranking approach has been proposed to
reduce the total amount of transmitted data by removing irrelevant tuples as early as possible in query
processing. The performance of the proposed approach has been given by the number of transmitted
c 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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tuples and the top-K miss rate. The proposed approach can be used in the P2P-based Knowledge
Grid [34–36] to support advanced applications in P2P knowledge management.
Our work will continue in three main areas. First, we plan to incorporate query optimization
techniques, such as bloom ﬁlters and ripple join algorithms, with the proposed top-K join approach
to reduce the transmission cost, the response time, and the miss rate. Secondly, we plan to apply the
proposed approach to answering top-K join queries in XML. Finally, we plan to look for a good method
of answering top-K join queries in structured P2P networks.
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